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Programmable Model of Interaction

Abstract

Distributed computing, where the underlying network is complex, heterogeneous and un-

reliable, is hard to realize with traditional approaches. Energy Distribution Automation (DA),

where the power line is used for communication, and the processing is highly distributed, is

our application domain for assessments of new technologies for this kind of system.

In this paper we propose a Multi-Agent approach with a large expected number of heavily

distributed, medium grain agents. The concept of Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) is

adopted, and an architecture, the DA-SoC, is developed. The language DAAL is used for pro-

gramming the agents, and the most important feature is a novel programmable Model of Inter-

action (MoI), which allows the user to tailor agent interaction and the social behaviour of

agents in the society. The semantic addressing is a powerful abstraction mechanism, that facil-

itates run-time network management.

The emphasis of the paper is on describing and analysing the architecture, the language

and the programmable MoI. An example from the DA application domain illustrates how the

DA-SoC can be used.
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1 Background

1.1 The Societies of Computation (SoC) Project

Societies of Computation is a research project at the University of Karlskro-

na/Ronneby in Sweden. The SoC provides a framework for assessments of agent-ori-

ented architectures of tomorrow’s distributed systems and the use of those systems in

industrial applications. For more detail, see [Gustavsson and Hägg, 1994].

Research within the SoC framework is conducted in cooperation with the

Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS), the Technical University of Lund, The

University of Kalmar, and with the industrial partner Sydkraft. The Sydkraft Group

consists of some 50 wholly or partly owned companies, most of which are active in the

electricity sector.

1.2 Distribution Automation

Power distribution is the distribution of electricity from the 50kV level to the

end user (e.g. a household at 220V), and sophisticated Distribution Automation (DA)

systems will, in the near future, be a matter of survival for power distribution compa-

nies. DA is commonly defined as follows:Automation of all processes (both technical

and administrative) at energy (gas, electricity, district heating) distribution compa-

nies’ sites.

There are at present a number of DA related projects world-wide. The Intelli-

gent Distribution Automation (IDA) project at Sydkraft is one of them. IDA’s main

aim is to develop DA services, using distributed computers and data communication.

Among the most interesting services in (future) power distribution automation, we

identify remote meter reading, fault detection and location, grid restoration, minimiz-

ing of losses, load management, and remote or automatic control of transformers, ca-

pacitor cells, etc. in order to achieve higher quality electricity.

Services in DA are often related to large and geographically dispersed distribu-

tion grids. The efficient management of such grids requires well structured computer

networks and a lot of automated, distributed control. The main purpose of the DA-SoC

is to achieve those goals by utilizing structured societies of agents.

1.3 Multi-Agent Systems

Some of the critical properties of an intelligent DA system are distributed com-

puting, a hierarchical organization, an ability to adapt to system changes, robustness,

and different real-time properties at different levels. Furthermore, the power grid is in-

tegrated with traditional (and new) communication media, and extended functionality

is distributed further out in the distribution network.

Application domains with accelerating technical and functional demands, as

described above, have motivated the search for new programming and execution mod-



els, and multi-agent systems (MAS) seem to have properties that can meet the chal-

lenge of complexity, heterogeneity, and dynamics. Examples of such efforts are

ARCHON [Wittig, 1992] for power distribution, PRS [Ingrand et al., 1992] for vari-

ous real-time application domains, and TEAM-CPS [Covoet al., 1992] for communi-

cation network management.

The DA-SoC architecture can be characterized, in comparison to these sys-

tems, as a MAS with medium-grain autonomous agents with an expected large society

of heavily distributed agents. Agent interaction is emphasized, where the agent lan-

guage allows the user to tailor the model of interaction for different situations. This ap-

proach addresses directly the demands for flexibility, robustness, and a hierarchical

organization. It also introduces a powerful abstraction mechanism, which is necessary,

as the system will be implemented on a highly complex and heterogeneous network.

The project DA-SoC is an effort to employ agent-oriented programming

(AOP) in the spirit of [Shoham, 1993] for DA systems within the SoC framework

[Hägget al., 1994]. The purpose of this paper is to present and analyse the agent archi-

tecture, the agent language, and the model of interaction that are developed in

DA-SoC, and to show how this can be used in a sample DA application.

2 Grid Restoration: A Sample DA Application

The example in Figure 1 shows a short circuit between two secondary substa-

tions in a ring coupled grid, leading to the opening of breaker B1 and voltage outage

for SS1 - SS3. Grid restoration in this case means opening the circuit between S2 and

S3, closing it between S3 and S4, and closing breaker B1. Normally, this is made man-

ually with a substantial effort, and it can take a considerable amount of time to detect

and locate the fault and restore the grid. It is essential that this process is completed as

quickly as possible, minimizing the duration of electricity outage at the customers’

sites. The DA-SoC implementation of the grid restoration problem is shown later.

B1

B2

Secondary substations

Short
circuit

S1

S5S6

S3S2

S4

Figure 1 A typical fault situation with a short circuit between
two secondary substations.

Breakers



3 The DA-SoC architecture

A DA-SoC society consists of three types of agents: personal agents (PA), me-

diating agents (MA), and artificial agents (AA). An agent is strictly divided in two

parts, a head and a body, where the body consists of an object level program (OLP)

and a communication interface (CI) for communication with other agents. For a PA the

OLP is, typically, a graphical user interface, and for an MA the OLP can be e.g. a data-

base management system or a real-time control system. An AA has a minimal body

with only the CI. The head and the body of an agent communicate, using a well-de-

fined connection oriented protocol. The overall architecture is presented in Figure 2.

The agent head holds the domain knowledge and the reasoning mechanism. It

contains a monitor for communication, an interpreter of the agent language, and a da-

tabase. The database contains a model of the agent body, models of other agents, and a

notion of the internal (mental) states of the agent head. It also holds goals and plans to

direct its actions, and a programmable model of interaction (MoI). Through program-

ming the MoI, the user can tailor agent interaction for different applications, as will be

described later. The structure of the agent head is presented in Figure 3.

4 Representing Models, Goals, and Plans

Models in the database are represented using the modal operator BEL. BEL(a t

ϕ) is interpreted: “agenta believesϕ at timet”, whereϕ can be any user-defined fact

on the form fact(parameter parameter ...). Suppose that agenta has the following two

entries in its database: BEL(a t1 ϕ1), and BEL(b t2 ϕ2). The fact that these beliefs are in

the database at timet can then be stated as: BEL(a t BEL(a t1 ϕ1)), and BEL(a t BEL(b

t2 ϕ2)), respectively, with the intuitive interpretations. In a realistic MAS where time

matters and communication errors and other faults occur, inconsistencies can arise be-

PA

PA

MA

MA

AAs

Communication
medium

Agent
communication

(logical path)

MA = Mediating Agent
AA = Artificial Agent
PA = Personal Agent

Figure 2 A society of communicating agents



tween beliefs in different agents’ databases. The property above gives an important

ability to reason about, and evaluate, beliefs that are hold. Figure 4 shows the principle

way of representing models in the database. The reasoning mechanism is procedural

and goal-driven. When a goal is set, it is entered into a goal queue. The statement

GOAL(a t ϕ) is interpreted: “agenta sets goalϕ for effectuation at timet”, whereϕ is

on the form described above. Goal effectuation follows a basic principle of matching

and binding. A dispatch routine searches the goal queue for a goal due to effectuation;

it then tries to match the goal with a plan in the agent plan library within the database.

Upon success, variables are bound, and the interpreter is invoked for execution of the

plan..

Plans are either agent plans, i.e. procedures stored in the agent plan library and

Monitor

DatabaseInterpreter

Run-time
System

Model of Interaction

Agent plan library

Goals

Model of other agents

Internal (mental) states

Model of agent body

Figure 3 The structure of the agent head

Figure 4 Database contents showing how models are represented. This
agent has beliefs about two other agents, a and b.

BEL(a ta1ϕa1)
BEL(a ta2ϕa2)
BEL(a ta3ϕa3)
...

Model of agent a

BEL(b tb1 ϕb1)
BEL(b tb2 ϕb2)
BEL(b tb3 ϕb3)
...

Model of agent b

BEL(ME tME1 ϕME1)
BEL(ME tME2 ϕME2)
BEL(ME tME3 ϕME3)
...

Mental states

BEL(ME tbody1ϕbody1)
BEL(ME tbody2ϕbody2)
BEL(ME tbody3ϕbody3)
...

Model of body



invoked by the goal effectuation mechanism described above, or interaction plans

which constitute the Model of Interaction. The identity of a plan is determined by the

full plan declaration. This makes it possible to overload several plans with the same

fact. If more than one plan can be matched for a goal, it is not defined which plan is se-

lected.

If the statement

GOAL(a t status(x y z))

is set at a time beforet, the goal is inserted in the goal queue. Then, at timet, a match

is made with the plan

AGENT PLAN $agent status($X $Y $Z)

BEGIN

<statements>

END

Before execution of the plan, the variables $agent, $X, $Y, and $Z are bound to the

values a, x, y, and z, respectively.

However, in the plan declaration, the notion of agenta can be either a constant

or a variable. If it is a constant with the value equal to the agent’s own name (or ME),

it is a private plan; if it is a constant with another value, it can be initiated only by an-

other agent with a name equal to that value. If it is a variable, it can be initiated by any

agent. The parameters can also be declared either as constants or as variables. Figure 5

shows the goal queue and the agent plan library. This principle of matching and bind-

ing is the basis for agent interaction in DA-SoC, and it is further developed with the

introduction of the programmable MoI.

5 A Programmable Model of Interaction

Two issues of vital concern, when building distributed applications, are ad-

dressing and the semantics of interaction mechanisms. With traditional approaches,

addressing methods offer little to a system that is dependent on robustness in case of

Figure 5 The goal queue and the agent plan library. Here, two plans with
factϕ1 are overloaded.

GOAL(ME t1 ϕ1)
GOAL(a t2 ϕ2)
GOAL(b t3 ϕ3)
GOAL(a t4 ϕ4)
GOAL(ME t5 ϕ5)
GOAL(ME t6 ϕ6)
GOAL(b t7 ϕ7)
...

Goal queue Agent plan library

...

AGENT PLAN $agentϕ2
BEGIN

<statements>
END

AGENT PLAN $agentϕ1
BEGIN

<statements>
END

AGENT PLAN MEϕ1
BEGIN

<statements>
END



system changes, such as faults, load changes or reconfigurations. Furthermore, the se-

mantics of interaction mechanisms are often limited to message passing and a re-

quest-reply scheme for asynchronous and synchronous communication, respectively.

When realizing agent interaction in DA-SoC we define anaccessibility de-

mand with three aspects: First, addressing must cope with system dynamics; second, a

method should be accessed with semantics that are as close as possible to accessing

methods within the agent itself; and third, the model of interaction should be a matter

of user design.

An agent’s MoI is a collection of interaction plans that define how the agent

can be reached by other agents. They are stored in the internal database, and they are

accessed every time a message comes in. An interaction plan is on the form:

INTERACTION PLAN m(a t ϕ)

BEGIN

<statements>

END

and it is interpreted as: “agenta is accessible at timet for the effectuation of modality

m on factϕ”. The plan body is the procedure that defines the effectuation ofm.

An agent that wants to access a method within another agent is said to commit

a social action, i.e. it is an explicit external action, but the semantics is close to setting

up an internal goal. The statement

SACT(m(a t ϕ))

will generate the messagem(a t ϕ) on the communication medium, and the

critical point now is that the principle of matching and binding is extended to interact-

ing agents. When a message comes to an agent, the monitor goes through the library of

interaction plans and tries to match the incoming message with a plan declaration (see

Figure 6). Upon success, variables are bound, and the plan is executed.

Through programming a set of interaction plans, an agent can be given modal-

ities that express a user tailored social behaviour. The two essential components here

are the declaration and the body of the interaction plan. In the declaration,a, t,andϕ
can be either constants or variables. The body can contain any statement in the agent

language, e.g. setting goals or changing the belief database. These two properties re-

sult in a number of powerful ways of expression. With the plan

INTERACTION PLAN inform(ME $time $$fact)

BEGIN

BEL(SENDER $time $$fact)

END

the agent lets every other agent at any time enter into its database any belief the send-

ing agent holds. The contents of ME and SENDER are supported by the run-time sys-

tem with their obvious meaning. With the plan



INTERACTION PLAN inform($agent $time alert($status))

BEGIN

GOAL(SENDER $time alert($status))

END

the agent picks up all inform messages on alert that are addressed to any agent, and

then sets up a goal to handle the situation. With the plan

INTERACTION PLAN joint_goal(team_A $time $$fact)

BEGIN

GOAL(SENDER $time $$fact)

IF SUCCESS THEN

SACT(inform(SENDER NOW $$fact))

END

an agent agrees on a joint goal (cf. the discussion on joint goals in [Rao and Georgeff,

1992]) if it responds to the (group) identity of team_A and if it succeeds in setting up

its corresponding individual goal.

The examples show how the principle of matching and binding are effectuated

in consecutive steps: the modality of the interaction plan, the destination identity, the

time, and the communicated fact are all matched and bound. Finally, if the interaction

plan, as in the last two examples, contains the setting of a goal, there is a matching be-

tween the goal and the corresponding agent plan, as described earlier.

Interaction plans can be overloaded, i.e. the full declaration defines the plan.

When programming an application, the programmer is likely to define standard sets of

Figure 6 The monitor tries to match incoming messages with interaction plans, and,
upon success, it binds variables and initiates the plan for execution.

Monitor

Model of Interaction

...

INTERACTION PLAN request (ME $timeϕ3)
BEGIN

<statements>
END

INTERACTION PLAN inform($agent $timeϕ2)
BEGIN

<statements>
END

INTERACTION PLAN inform(a $timeϕ1)
BEGIN

<statements>
END

INTERACTION PLAN inform(ME $timeϕ1)
BEGIN

<statements>
END

Incoming message



interaction plans, common to groups of agents that will show the same social behav-

iour.

Furthermore, the SACT statement can be used in different ways. Ifa in

SACT(m(a t ϕ)) is a constant value, the message is addressed to a specific agent or to

a group. Ifa is a variable, the message is broadcast. This is necessary if the communi-

cation medium has a considerable cost for broadcast messages. In this case it is up to

the sending agent to determine when to broadcast and when to address a specific

agent. In our application domain, we can identify areas where broadcast messages can

be used as the general communication mechanism, and other situations, where we use

point-to-point or group communication.

6 The Agent Language

When designing the DA agent architecture and the DA Agent Language

(DAAL), a number of restrictions arose from the application domain: first, the accessi-

bility demand, described above, influenced the design of the programmable MoI; sec-

ond, the agents are aimed for a high degree of distribution in the network, with the

agent head implemented on a cheap one-chip processor with a limited amount of inter-

nal storage, so the size and complexity must be moderate; and third, strict real-time

properties should be kept outside the agent head, leaving real-time control functions to

standard (and well tried) control systems. The conclusion was to make it small and

simple, still taking advantage of the declarative knowledge representation and the rea-

soning mechanism.

A plan (agent plan or interaction plan) is a procedure executed by the plan in-

terpreter. A plan is always executed until the end of plan or an EXIT statement is

reached. The interpreter operates on the belief database: the BEL, ~BEL, and ?BEL

statements, on the goal queue: the GOAL and ~GOAL statements, on the body: the

ACT statement, and on other agents: the SACT statement. The control constructs are

IF-THEN-ELSE, IF-THEN, and EXIT. Iterations can be programmed by setting the

current goal anew.

There is no string manipulation, as it is not considered necessary for the appli-

cation domain. Simple arithmetic (+ and -) is built in the EVAL mechanism, and all

numbers are defined as float numbers. User interface and operating system interface

are not included, but defined as functions of body programs. The notion of time is im-

plementation dependent, but in general thought of as float numbers, with a system time

supported by the target system.

Statements i DAAL are:

• ACT(ϕ), whereϕ is on the form factid(parameter1 parameter2 ...) or a

bound fact variable. The message

|factid|parameter1|parameter2|...|



is sent to the agent body.

• SACT(modal), where modal is on the form modalop(agent timeϕ); agent

time andϕ can be constants or bound variables. The message

|agent|ME|modalop|time|factid|parameter1|parameter2|...|

is output on the communication medium, where ME is the name

of the sending agent (supported by the system).

• GOAL(agent timeϕ), where agent, time andϕ are constants or bound var-

iables. A goalϕ is entered into the goal queue for effectuation when the

value of time is reached, and with agent as the initiator.

• ~GOAL(agent timeϕ), whereϕ is a constant or a bound fact variable, and

agent and time are constants or bound or unbound variables. The goal

queue is searched, and upon a match, the corresponding goal is extracted

from the goal queue.

• BEL(agent timeϕ), where agent, time andϕ are constants or bound varia-

bles. The belief is entered into the belief database.

• ~BEL(agent timeϕ), where agent, time andϕ are constants or bound or

unbound variables. The belief database is searched, andall matched be-

liefs are extracted from the database.

• ?BEL(agent timeϕ), where agent, time andϕ are constants or bound or

unbound variables. The belief database is searched, and alist of all

matched beliefs are created. Only one belief list at a time can exist.

• CHOOSE(criterion(variable)), where criterion is a pre-defined or user-de-

fined function, and variable is a simple variable (representing an agent, a

time or a fact parameter) previously used in a ?BEL statement. A new

list is created with those beliefs from the existing belief list (created by

the ?BEL statement or another CHOOSE statement) that meet the ex-

pression ‘criterion(variable)’. E.g. ?BEL($agent $time level(current

$value)) followed by CHOOSE(MAX($value)) leaves the belief or be-

liefs in the belief list with the maximum value for the second parameter.

Pre-defined criterion functions are MIN and MAX. This construction

gives an easy way of expressing often used retrieval operations.

• BEGIN <statements> END is the block statement.

• IF condition THEN statement ELSE statement, and

• IF condition THEN statement have their obvious meaning. A condition

can be simple or compound, using operators NOT, AND, OR, and paren-

thesis.

• EXIT terminates the plan execution.

The BNF grammar of DAAL is given in the appendix.



7 Grid Restoration: Solving the Problem

Solving the grid restoration problem, we design a society of agents (Figure 7).

The problem is solved in the following consecutive steps: identify the fault, locate the

fault, choose recovery method, perform the recovery action(s), and verify. Several sce-

narios are possible, depending on which agent is the first one to detect a fault, the type

of fault, etc. In one scenario, the following goals are set:

Breaker agent goals

GOAL(ME NOW my_breaker_opened()) // report from agent body

GOAL(SS1 NOW SS_overload($current)) // initiated by

// substation

GOAL(SS1 NOW SS_no_voltage()) // initiated by substation

GOAL(ME NOW identify_error()) // set by agent plan

GOAL(ME NOW locate_error(...)) // set by agent plan

GOAL(ME NOW reconfigure(...)) // includes communication

// with substations

GOAL(ME NOW close_my_breaker(...)) // includes action

// in agent body

GOAL(ME LATER(NOW $restore_time) verify(...))

Substation agent goals

GOAL(ME NOW error_overload(...)) // report from agent body

GOAL(ME NOW error_no_voltage(...)) // report from agent body

GOAL(B1 NOW open/close_my_breaker(...)) // initiated by

// breaker agent

B1, B2 PAs

SS1 - SS6

Communication medium

Figure 7 A society of agents, where each breaker (B1, B2) and secondary substation (SS1
- SS6) is represented by its own agent. The PAs are the user’s interface.



One example of a corresponding agent plan is:

Breaker agent plan

AGENT PLAN $agent SS_overload($current)

BEGIN

?BEL($VOID $VOID overload($VOID))

IF SUCCESS THEN

BEGIN // identification is already in progress

BEL($agent NOW overload($current))

EXIT

END

BEL($agent NOW overload($current))

GOAL(ME NOW identify_error()) // identification

END

8 Conclusions

The proposed architecture and language address problems with distributed

computation in a complex, heterogeneous and unstable environment. The declarative

knowledge and the reasoning mechanism is used for the application domain problem

description and problem solving. This gives agents a tool for reasoning about other

agents, the state of its body, and its own mental states. We think this gives agents the

ability to handle a dynamic environment more flexible and robust than with traditional

techniques.

Agent interaction is a central issue and not an added-on facility. The novel pro-

grammable MoI gives the user a tool for defining application specific modalities in

terms of agent interaction. Our work this far with a testbed lets us evaluate different

styles of designing the MoI, and build sample applications with sets of “standard” in-

teraction plans. Functions that are easily expressed using interaction plans are con-

firmed message passing, joint goals, and supervisory functions such as communication

monitoring and mirroring of important services.

Addressing is not, in the general case, dependent on the physical location of an

agent. Instead, addressing depends on the semantics of a message: amethod is ad-

dressed, wherever there is an agent to whom the message is meaningful. This semantic

addressing is a powerful abstraction mechanism that facilitates run-time network man-

agement, such as reconfigurations and fault handling.

The architecture with relatively small agents and a well-defined interface to

body programs makes it possible to distribute agents further out in the network, com-

pared to similar MAS approaches. It also takes use of standard programs for real-time

functions, user interfaces, and other well established applications.



9 Future Activities

The next phase of the DA-SoC project will include the following:

• extensive assessments of our powerful agent language

• development and testing of different types of addressing mechanisms em-

bedded as interaction plans in our language

• assessments of the Echelon Local Operating Network (LON) as an imple-

mentation infrastructure for the next generation of DA-SoC

• design and implementation of additional DA services

• work on theoretical foundations for MAS, such as team formation of

agents, and articulation work in cooperation between agents

• introduction of learning abilities within agents

• identification of suitable tests for assessments of quality of service for dif-

ferent cooperation models

Appendix: The DA Agent Language

agent: string | var | ME | SENDER

basic_condition. SUCCESS | term relation term | (condition) |

NOT basic_condition

block: BEGIN statementlist END

boolop: AND | OR

condition: basic_condition boolop condition | basic_condition

criterion: string // pre-defined or user-defined function

expression: EVAL(function(plist))

fact: fact_const | fact_var

fact_const: fact_id(plist)

fact_id: string

fact_var: $$string

function: string // pre-defined or user-defined

modal: modalop(agent time fact)

modalop: string

plan: AGENT PLAN agent fact_const statement |

INTERACTION PLAN modal statement

plist: pterm plist |ε
pterm: string | var | expression

relation: = | < | >

seconds: // float

statement: ACT(fact) | SACT(modal) | GOAL(agent time fact) |

~GOAL(agent time fact) | BEL(agent time fact) |

~BEL(agent time fact) | ?BEL(agent time fact) |



CHOOSE(criterion(var)) | block |

IF condition THEN statement ELSE statement |

IF condition THEN statement | EXIT

statementlist: statement statementlist |ε
string: // any alpha-numeric string not beginning with $

// and without white-space or comment marks

term: time | agent | pterm

time: var | NOW | LATER(time time) | EARLIER(time time)

var: $string | $VOID
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